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Use automation to your advantage
-Commercial policy downloads from the carrier are now becoming more 
popular. Check in with your carriers as well as IVANS to be sure you are signed 
up for all desired downloads. 

-eDocs and Messages allow the company to transmit actual policy documents, 
not just a system generated document, This saves time in going to the carrier 
website to pull and attach policy forms to send to clients and additional interests.

-Policy statuses, claims information, and endorsements can be automatically 
updated in HawkSoft CMS, keeping you up to date and saving time in 
researching!



Contact IVANS to request a report of which downloads you are currently receiving and what is 
available to be downloaded!



Log Templates
-Why type the same information in over and over again? Give your fingers a 
break by using log templates! 

-Think about generic logs you enter over and over again:

-App sent to customer for e-signature.

-Policy mailed to insured.

-Not only this, think of the time you can save when attaching items and having 
unique Descriptions and Categories?!



Correspondence Templates Are Your Friends!
Take the time to set up templates. (Be sure to check out the HUG template 
library to make this a breeze!) This creates uniform correspondence from the 
agency and saves having to type the same messages over and over. It also 
allows you to pass off easier jobs to others!

Think of all the opportunities you will have to save precious time when 
sending letters, emails, texts, and eSignatures to your clients. Let’s take a look 
at some examples; you can have as many or few as you want.
Be sure to visit Friday’s class on “The Digital Office” at 11:10am if you are unfamiliar with the 
above options. OR if you’d like instruction on creating templates check out Friday’s class at 
11:10am on “HUG Library: Correspondence Templates”













Stash Useful Info In A Folder On the HAW drive
-Create a folder in the HAW drive to store applications, forms, quote sheets, 
company information etc. 

-Bonus: If you have a fillable fact finder or app, you can fill it out and print to 
the Hawksoft Virtual Printer to save it to a client file. Neat, paperless and 
documented!

-Also, consider when you’re done with fillables, to save them to a different 
folder so at renewal you can update as needed without having to recreate the 
wheel!



Our shared drive 
is stored on the 
HAW folder 



There are sub 
folders for each 
department and 
shared folders 
for HR items, 
software 
manuals, time 
sheets etc.



Folders for each 
carrier and 
market make 
finding 
underwriting 
guides and 
potential 
markets a 
breeze!



Policy/Company Setup- Making your life easy!
-The majority of us have access to carriers that write not only Personal lines, but 
offer Commercial as well! Once you input your most basic company information 
you can “Copy to” other lines of business, then edit as needed for specific policy 
types and underwriting companies.

-Even better!!! If you have a new carrier that may be in addition to or replacing a 
similar existing carrier, did you know you can copy to create the new carrier? 
You simply right click the existing carrier, “Copy”, select “New”, fill in the new 
carrier information and close. Right click your new carrier, “Paste Special” and 
select options to fill in, then edit accordingly! 

-Linking carrier file to client file















Acords; time consuming, or simply fantastic?
Acords can be intimidating to new users/agents. Fear not!! Here is a simply way 

to save time, sanity, and crossing your T’s and dotting your I’s:
-When inputting a new client, whether personal or commercial, it is always best 

to put EVERY bit of information you can during your initial Client Insert.
Let’s take a step by step look!

This is also helpful for personal lines to make the best use of your time and client information when using 
the internal rater.































Tools That Should be Your Best Friend!! Let’s get acquainted.

-Hot Keys are those wonderful buttons to quickly and easily get you directly 
where you need to go. Did you know you can add and customize them, either 
for the whole agency or for specific users?! 

-Use scratchpad to copy and paste information easily. Bonus: it can be printed 
to the virtual printer if needed!

Be sure to check out “Tuning Up HawkSofts’s Gear Menu” offered today at 11:00am and Friday at 
11:10am.





Hot Keys can be customizable for the agency, or, you can call HawkSoft and 
discuss ways of adding specific keys just for you…for example websites you visit 
often:
-NCCI
-SCC (reviewing company information ie executive officers



Beam me up Scotty!! Importing and Exporting for the Future

HawkSoft offers so many wonderful tools to really 
make your life easy. -Importing and Exporting can 
be used in a few ways, let’s take a look at a few.

-Vehicle and Driver lists.
-GL and Work Comp Codes













Importing back 
into HawkSoft is 
a snap-

Simply drop 
your 
spreadsheet into 
the transfer 
folder and then 
click “Import” 
while inside of 
the policy.

The transfer 
folder will 
automatically 
open.





The driver/vehicle 
information is 
automatically updated 
in CMS once imported.

This is the same process 
for importing/exporting 
vehicle lists. 



Create a shortcut to the transfer folder on your local 
desktop to make finding your list and importing back into 
HawkSoft a cinch!



Importing GL 
and WC class 
codes is 
found under 
the 
Customized 
Lists in the 
general 
settings.



GL

WC



Copy your 
Excel 
spreadsheet 
of codes and 
then click 
Import from 
Clipboard.



Clients Tags: Simple Glance At Your Client’s Crucial Info
We all know that every client is unique, so now we have a unique option to put more 

specific details for “At a Glance Viewing”.

-Claims
-Payments

-WC Exclusions
-Renewal/Rewrite

-UWing/Special Endorsements

There are so many ways to use this special Tag system, the options are limitless!














